A research
platform.
An educational
mindset.

Your full-service environment
for the research-to-writing process

Differentiated Instruction:

STARTER

JUNIOR

NoodleTools is designed by
educators to model an intentional
research-to-writing process that serves
students through college and life. Our
platform is dif ferentiated and
personalized to support students in
attributing, evaluating, and
synthesizing information.
Students
develop growth mindsets that cultivate
original, high-quality work.

Start your
free trial today:
noodle.to/trial

ADVANCED

Use NoodleTools for research
assignments across the disciplines,
real-time collaborative work, Comp
classes, and online environments.
One or more instructors can view
into student progress, provide
instructional feedback, and monitor
contributions to group work.

Online tools for the
research process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citation
Source archiving
Document annotation
Note-taking
Outlining
Source evaluation
Online collaboration
Peer review
Instructor feedback

NoodleTools works with all current browsers, is iPad-accessible, and
includes a free Companion App for building source lists “on the go.”
No online advertising, ever.

Share in the love:
NoodleTools Supporters

”NoodleTools is an invaluable tool for
integrating information while avoiding
plagiarism. Because of the
collaborative nature of this
application, student researchers are
transparent. Teachers and library
media specialists can see notecards,
bibliographies and outlines, and
monitor all stages of the research
process.” Teacher Librarian,
December 2012, p. 32 by S. Cohen.

How does NoodleTools
work?
Instructor environment & support:
Instructor(s) can set up an online
classroom that mirrors the actual
classroom experience. Assign work,
monitor students’ progress in real-time,
manage the paper trail, and provide
feedback. Use the instructor comment
bank to assist in providing students with
relevant guidance. Generate charts that
illustrate the distribution of a student’s
sources.

Source evaluation & citation:
Generate accurate citations in MLA,
APA, and Chicago formats. Citation
advice is always up-to-date according to
the latest handbook additions.
Templates are also available for
complex legal sources based on The
Bluebook. Field-by-field help and
dynamic citation forms assist students in
identifying and evaluating source
information. For Freshman Comp
classes, NoodleTools serves as the
“training wheels” for complex referencemanagement software.

Group collaboration:
Note-taking & outlining:
On the Notecard Tabletop, students
create, tag, pile and link notecards in
ways specifically designed to make
connections, develop original ideas and
articulate arguments. Drag notecards
into piles to suggest subtopics, then into
your outline to organize your ideas in
preparation for writing. Take advantage
of the ability to archive and annotate
online source material for future
reference, and as an originality check
for both student and teacher.

”This has been the most helpful
product I have used in my three years
of college. You are probably
responsible for the major part of my
4.0 average this semester.”
University Student

“I have never found a friendlier, more
helpful, more responsive website than
yours. I’m so happy I could be part
of bringing it to my university.”
Depar tment Coordinat or

Any number of students can work on a
project simultaneously from different
locations and view each other’s changes
in real-time. Notecards and citations are
clearly labeled with the name of the
student who authored them.

Google Drive integration:
Our integration with Google Drive
(including support for Google Apps for
Education accounts) gives you the option
to receive and review student papers
online. Students can also choose to
export their source list, notecards and
outline to Word or other writing space.

www.noodletools.com

